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Abstract
We provide asymptotic formulae for the numbers of bipartite graphs with given degree sequence,
and of loopless digraphs with given in- and out-degree sequences, for a wide range of parameters. Our
results cover medium range densities and close the gaps between the results known for the sparse and
dense ranges. In the case of bipartite graphs, these results were proved by Greenhill, McKay and Wang
in 2006 and by Canfield, Greenhill and McKay in 2008, respectively. Our method also essentially covers
the sparse range, for which much less was known in the case of loopless digraphs. For the range of
densities which our results cover, they imply that the degree sequence of a random bipartite graph with
m edges is accurately modelled by a sequence of independent binomial random variables, conditional
upon the sum of variables in each part being equal to m. A similar model also holds for loopless
digraphs.
1 Introduction
Enumeration of discrete structures with local constraints has attracted the interest of many researchers
and has applications in various areas such as coding theory, statistics and neurostatistical analysis. Exact
formulae are often hard to derive or infeasible to compute. Asymptotic formulae are therefore sought
and often provide sufficient information for the aforementioned applications. In this paper we find such
formulae for bipartite graphs with given degree sequence, or loopless digraphs with given in- and out-
degree sequences. Our results imply that the degree sequence of a random digraph or bipartite graph
with m edges is close to a sequence of independent binomial random variables, conditional upon the sum
of degrees in each part being equal to m.
We frame all our arguments in terms of bipartite graphs: as noted below, digraphs are equivalent to
“balanced” bipartite graphs. Thus, if loops are not forbidden, the digraph enumeration problem is the
same as the bipartite one. The loopless case for digraphs is equivalent to bipartite graphs with a forbidden
perfect matching. Our results on counting bipartite graphs with a given degree sequence imply equivalent
results on counting 0-1 matrices with given row and column sums. Similarly, counting (loopless) digraphs
is equivalent to counting square 0-1 matrices with given row and column sums where the entries on the
diagonal are required to be 0.
Our results are obtained via the method of degree switchings and contraction mappings recently
introduced by the authors in [11] to count the number of “nearly” regular graphs of a given degree
sequence for medium-range densities, and a wider range of degree sequences for low densities. The basic
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structure of the argument is very similar in the present case, but it needs significant modifications to
account for the fact that we are dealing with bipartite graphs and certain edges are not allowed.
1.1 Enumeration results
The formulae in [11] are stated in terms of a relationship between the degree sequence of the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi
random graph and a sequence of independent binomial random variables. We shall do the same here for
appropriate bipartite random graphs and suitable independent binomials. We first introduce appropriate
graph theoretic notation. Let ℓ, n be integers and let S “ rℓs and T “ rn` ℓszrℓs. We use S and T as the
two parts of the vertex set of a bipartite graph G, i.e. a graph G with bipartition pS, T q. Such a graph
is said to have degree sequence ps, tq if vertex a has degree sa for all a P S, and v has degree tv for all
v P T . (Our convention is to denote elements of S by ta, b, . . .u and elements of T by tv,w, . . .u.) We let
DpGq denote the degree sequence of G. When ℓ “ n, we use the fact that a digraph on n vertices with
out-degree sequence s and in-degree sequence t corresponds to a bipartite graph with degree sequence
ps, tq, the equivalence obtained by directing all edges from S to T . For use in the digraph case, if a P S
we define a1 “ a` ℓ P T , and for v P T we define v1 “ v ´ ℓ P S. The digraph contains a loop if and only
if the bipartite graph has an edge joining a to a1.
The following probability spaces play an important role in this paper. Let Gpℓ, n,mq denote the
bipartite graph chosen uniformly at random among all bipartite graphs with bipartition pS, T q and with
m edges. In the case when ℓ “ n, conditioning on the event that none of those m edges is of the form aa1
yields a model of random directed graphs without loops which we call ~Gpn,mq. We define DpGpℓ, n,mqq
and Dp~Gpn,mqq to be the corresponding probability spaces of degree sequences of Gpℓ, n,mq or of ~Gpn,mq,
respectively. Let Bppℓ, nq be the probability space of vectors of length ℓ ` n where the first ℓ elements
are distributed as Binpn, pq and the next n are distributed as Binpℓ, pq. Furthermore, let Bmpℓ, nq be the
restriction of Bppℓ, nq to the event Σ1 “ Σ2 “ m, where Σ1 is the sum of the first ℓ elements of the vector,
and Σ2 the sum of the other n elements. Similarly, define ~Bppnq to be the probability space of random
vectors of length 2n, every component being independently distributed as Binpn´1, pq. Finally, let ~Bmpnq
be the restriction of ~Bppnq to the event Σ1 “ Σ2 “ m, where Σi is defined as above with ℓ “ n. Note that
if
ř
sa “
ř
tv “ m, then
PBmpℓ,nqps, tq “
ˆ
ℓn
m
˙´2ź
aPS
ˆ
n
sa
˙ź
vPT
ˆ
ℓ
tv
˙
and
P~Bmpnq
ps, tq “
ˆ
npn´ 1q
m
˙´2ź
aPS
ˆ
n´ 1
sa
˙ź
vPT
ˆ
n´ 1
tv
˙
, (1)
which we note are both independent of p.
Our main result for degree sequences of “medium density” states essentially that for certain sequences
d, the probability PrDpGqpdq is asymptotically equal to PrBmpdqH˜pdq, where G “ Gpℓ, n,mq and Bm “
Bmpℓ, nq in the bipartite case, G “ ~Gpn,mq and Bm “ ~Bmpnq in the digraph case, and where H˜ is a
correction factor which we define next. For asymptotics in this paper, we take nÑ8; the restrictions on
ℓ will also ensure that ℓÑ8.
With S and T as above, let d be a sequence of length N “ ℓ` n. We set M1 “M1pdq “
řN
i“1 di and
use s “ spdq and t “ tpdq to denote the vectors consisting of the first ℓ, and of the last n, entries of d
respectively. Thus, d “ ps, tq. We also let s “ spdq and t “ tpdq denote average of the components of s,
and of t, respectively, that is s “ 1ℓ
ř
aPS sa and t “ 1n
ř
vPT tv. Then we set
σ2psq “ 1
ℓ
ÿ
aPS
psa ´ sq2, σ2ptq “ 1
n
ÿ
vPT
ptv ´ tq2,
and, in the digraph case,
σps, tq “ 1
n
ÿ
aPS
psa ´ sqpta1 ´ tq.
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We unify our analysis of the two cases, bipartite graphs and digraphs, by introducing the indicator variable
δdi which is 1 in the digraph case (in which case ℓ “ n is assumed) and 0 in the bipartite case (in which
case terms containing δdi as a factor may be undefined). This significantly simplifies notation and permits
us to emphasise the similarities between the two cases. Define µ “ µpdq “ M1pdq{p2npℓ ´ δdiqq. (This
will denote the relative edge density of a bipartite graph or a digraph with degree sequence d.) We then
set
H˜pdq “ exp
ˆ
´1
2
ˆ
1´ σ
2psq
sp1´ µq
˙ˆ
1´ σ
2ptq
tp1´ µq
˙
´ δ
diσps, tq
sp1´ µq
˙
(2)
for a sequence d of length ℓ` n, where µ “ µpdq, s “ spdq, t “ tpdq. We can now state our main result.
Theorem 1.1. For a sufficiently small constant µ0, the following holds. Let 1{2 ă ϕ ă 3{5. Let ℓ, n and
m be integers that satisfy
m{pnℓq ă µ0, pℓ` nq5´5ϕ “ opℓnm3´5ϕq,
and for all fixed K ą 0, ℓ logK n` n logK ℓ “ opmq. Let D be the set of sequences d “ ps, tq with s and t
of lengths ℓ and n respectively, satisfying M1psq “M1ptq “ m, |sa´ s| ď sϕ and |tv´ t| ď tϕ for all a P S
and all v P T , where s “ m{ℓ and t “ m{n. Either set G “ Gpℓ, n,mq and Bm “ Bmpℓ, nq (the bipartite
case), or set G “ ~Gpn,mq and Bm “ ~Bmpnq and restrict to ℓ “ n (the digraph case). Then uniformly for
all d P D,
PDpGqpdq “ PBmpdqH˜pdq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
log2 ℓ?
ℓ
` log
2 n?
n
` pmints, tuq5ϕ´5m2{ℓn
˙˙
. (3)
Recall that in this paper, asymptotic statements refer to nÑ8. The condition ℓ logK n` n logK ℓ “
opmq, however, together with the trivial upper bound m ď nℓ implies that ℓÑ8 as well. We prove this
theorem in Section 4.
Remark 1.2. In view of (1) and the fact that |Gpℓ, n,mq| “ `ℓnm˘, the formula in Theorem 1.1 is equivalent
to the assertion that the number of bipartite graphs with degree sequence ps, tq isˆ
ℓn
m
˙´1ź
aPS
ˆ
n
sa
˙ź
vPT
ˆ
ℓ
tv
˙
exp
ˆ
´ 1
2
ˆ
1´ σ
2psq
µp1´ µqn
˙ˆ
1´ σ
2ptq
µp1´ µqℓ
˙
`Opξq
˙
,
where ξ is the error term from (3). Similarly, (1) and the fact that |~Gpn,mq| “ `npn´1q
m
˘
gives an asymptotic
formula for the number of directed graphs with given degree sequence of in- and out-degrees.
Our corresponding result for the sparse case is the following. Although it is not new in the bipartite
case (see below), it completes the full range of densities (in a sense, for instance, regarding regular
digraphs) in the digraph case. For a sequence d “ ps, tq as above, define ∆S “ ∆psq “ maxaPSpsaq, and
similarly ∆T “ ∆ptq “ maxvPT ptvq.
Theorem 1.3. Let 0 ă ε ă 1{2, let ℓ, n and m be integers such that n{ log4 n ` ℓ{ log4 ℓ “ opmq, and
set s “ m{ℓ, and t “ m{n. Let D be a set of sequences d “ ps, tq such that s and t have length ℓ and n,
respectively, and such that M1psq “ M1ptq “ m ě 1 and ∆3S∆3T pnℓqε{2 “ opmintsm, tmuq uniformly over
D. Either set G “ Gpℓ, n,mq and Bm “ Bmpℓ, nq (the bipartite case), or set G “ ~Gpn,mq and Bm “ ~Bmpnq
and restrict to ℓ “ n (the digraph case). Then uniformly for d P D,
PDpGqpdq “ PBmpdqH˜pdq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
∆3S∆
3
T pnℓqε{2
m
p1{s` 1{tq ` nε´1{2 ` ℓε´1{2
˙˙
.
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We prove this theorem in Section 3 before tackling the more involved case of medium range densities.
We note at this point that if we restrict D to the set of sequences where sa, tv ě 1 for all a P S and v P T
then m ě n, ℓ and so the condition n{ log4 n ` ℓ{ log4 ℓ “ opmq is always true (as n tends to infinity),
and the condition ∆3S∆
3
T pnℓqε{2 “ opmintsm, tmuq is implied by ∆3S∆3T “ opm1´εq as s, t ě 1. Sequences
failing these conditions therefore contain entries 0, which are less interesting since the formula is then
often implied by considering only the non-zero entries. One could also apply our method to reach further
into this very sparse case, but given these considerations, it is possibly not warranted, and we do not
attempt to do so here. Similarly, further examination of our argument should yield results covering cases
with wider disparities between ℓ and n.
There have been many contributions to this topic in the past. Finding (asymptotic) formulae for the
number of bipartite graphs with a given degree sequence goes back to Read’s thesis [20] and gained wider
interest since the 1970’s, including [2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21]. In particular, the sparse case is
best covered by Greenhill, McKay and Wang [10], who proved an asymptotic formula for the number of
bipartite graphs of a given sequence ps, tq, provided that M1psq “M1ptq and smaxtmax “ o
`pM1psqq2{3˘,
and their result covers the bipartite version of Theorem 1.3, in terms of both the density range m{nℓ and
the size of the error terms. This is supplemented by formulae for the number of dense bipartite graphs
with specified degree sequences by Canfield, Greenhill, and McKay [5] that apply as long as ℓ and n are
not too far apart. In fact, in [5] it was found that the formulae for the sparse and the dense case can
be unified to produce the formula in Theorem 1.1, which was implicitly conjectured in [5] to hold for the
cases in between. This conjecture is essentially verified by Theorem 1.1 for a wide range of parameters s
and t.
A special case is that of so-called semi-regular bipartite graphs, in which all vertices on one side of
the bipartition have degree s, say, and all vertices on the other side have degree t. So let s denote the
constant vector of length ℓ in which every entry is s, and t denote the constant vector of length n in which
every entry is t. In 1977, Good and Crook [8] suggested that the number of bipartite graphs with degree
sequence ps, tq is roughly `ns˘ℓ`ℓt˘n{`ℓnm˘ when m “ sℓ “ tn. Some of the references mentioned above, in
particular [15] and [6], verify that this formula is correct up to a constant factor, for particular ranges of
m, n, s and t, by showing that the number is`
n
s
˘ℓ`ℓ
t
˘n`
ℓn
m
˘ e´1{2`op1q. (4)
This asymptotic assertion is immediately equivalent to PGpℓ,n,mqps, tq „ PBmpℓ,nqps, tqH˜ps, tq. Conse-
quently, Theorem 1.1 verifies (4) for a new range of parameters in the moderately dense case.
For digraphs without loops, there are far fewer corresponding results. For the dense case, i.e. when the
number of edges is Θpn2q, a result by Greenhill and McKay [9] implies an asymptotic formula. Barvinok [1]
provides upper and lower bounds which are coarser but their bounds apply to a wider range of in- and
out-degree sequences. The only result we are aware of that explicitly enumerates loopless digraphs by
degree sequence in the sparse case is by Bender [3], which only applies for bounded degrees. However,
it is clear that the standard techniques used previously for sparse graph enumeration could be used to
increase the density and obtain results more in line with the existing ones for bipartite graphs.
1.2 Models for the degree sequences of random graphs
In 1997, McKay and Wormald [16] showed that if a certain enumeration formula holds for the number
of graphs of a given degree sequence then the degree sequences of the random graph models Gpn,mq
and Gpn, pq can be modelled by certain binomial-based models. The model for Gpn, pq showed that the
degree sequence was distributed almost the same as a sequence of independent binomial random variables,
subject to having even sum, but with a slight twist that introduces dependency. It was also shown there
that for properties of the degree sequence satisfying some quite general conditions, this conditioning and
4
dependency make no significant difference, and hence those properties are essentially the same as for a
sequence of independent binomials.
At that time, the existing formulae for the sparse and the dense case supplied that relationship of the
models. Recently, the enumeration results of [11] for the medium range provide the missing formulae for
the gap range of densities, establishing a conjecture from [16]. A natural supposition since [16] appeared
was that the degree sequences of random bipartite graphs and digraphs satisfy similar properties. This
was an implicit conjecture of McKay and Skerman [14], who adapted some of the arguments in [16]
to show that the existing enumeration results for dense bipartite graphs and directed graphs imply a
binomial-based model of the degree sequences of such graphs. This is quite analogous to the model in the
graph case, except that it contains an extra complicating conditioning required because the sum of degrees
of the vertices in each part must be equal. McKay and Skerman point out that, once the enumeration
formulae are proved in the missing ranges, one would expect the model results to follow. Our enumeration
results stated above provide what is necessary to immediately establish the relevant conjecture in the case
of Gpℓ, n,mq and ~Gpn,mq, as described below, provided that ℓ and n are not too disparate. For their
binomial random graph siblings Gpℓ, n, pq and ~Gpn, pq, in which edges are selected independently with
probability p, one would expect that arguments similar to those in [14], in conjunction with our results,
will now suffice.
Let An and Bn be two sequences of probability spaces with the same underlying set for each n.
Suppose that whenever a sequence of events Hn satisfies PrpHnq “ n´Op1q in either model, it is true that
PrAnpHnq „ PrBnpHnq, where by fpnq „ gpnq we mean that fpnq{gpnq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8. Then we call An
and Bn asymptotically quite equivalent (a.q.e.). We use ω to mean a function going to infinity as nÑ 8,
possibly different in all instances.
Theorem 1.4. (a) The probability spaces Dp~Gpn,mqq and ~Bmpnq are a.q.e. provided that log3 n “
opmintm,nℓ´muq;
(b) The probability spaces DpGpℓ, n,mqq and Bmpℓ, nq are a.q.e. provided that maxtm,nℓ´mu “ ω log n
and at least one of the following holds:
(i) ℓ ď n and for some fixed µ0 ą 0 and ε ą 0 we have m ă µ0nℓ and n3 “ opℓ2m1´εq;
(ii) n{ log4 n` ℓ{ log4 ℓ “ opmq and for some fixed ε ą 0 we have m4`ε “ opn2ℓ2mintℓ, nuq;
(iii) m “ opmintn{ log2 n, ℓ{ log2 ℓuq and log3 ℓ` log3 n “ opmq.
We prove this theorem in Section 4. We note that the assertion for (a) for the range m ą n2{ log n is
covered by McKay and Skerman [14, Theorem 1(d)]. For the bipartite case [14, Theorem 1(c)] covers the
range m ą ℓn{ log n and ℓ “ n1`op1q. Theorem 1.4 (b)(i) applies for a slightly larger range of ℓ and n, at
least for large-ish m. The last condition in (i) is equivalent to
n2`ε
ℓ3´ε
! µ1´ε
for some ε ą 0, where µ “ m{nℓ. Thus, n may be as large as ℓ2´ε for sufficiently large density µ.
Finally, we note that when mintℓ, nu " maxtℓ, nu10{11`ε for fixed ε ą 0, then all values of m are
covered by Theorem 1.4 (swapping ℓ and n in (b)(i) if necessary) and using [14, Theorem 1(d)] for the
dense cases of both (a) and (b).
1.3 Edge probabilities.
As a by-product of our proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 4, we obtain asymptotic formulae for the edge
probabilities in a random bipartite graph with a given degree sequence, and of a random digraph with a
given sequence of out- and in-degrees.
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Theorem 1.5. Let n, ℓ, m, and D be as in Theorem 1.1 and let G “ Gpℓ, n,mq or G “ ~Gpn,mq. Let
a P S and v P T , with v ‰ a1 in the digraph case. Then uniformly for d “ ps, tq P D, the probability that
av is an edge of G P G, conditional on the event that DpGq “ d, is
satv
m´ δdit
ˆ
1´ psa ´ sqptv ´ tq
m´ δdit´ ts `
psa ´ sqσ2ptq
tspℓ´ tq `
ptv ´ tqσ2psq
tspn´ sq `
δdipta1 ` sv1q
n´ 1 `O
´
mints, tu4ϕ´4m
nℓ
¯˙
,
where s “ m{ℓ and t “ m{n.
We prove this theorem in Section 4.
2 Preliminaries
As we indicated in the introduction, the argument in this paper derives from that in [11], whose notation
and structure we will follow quite closely. Differences occur though to account for the fact that we are
dealing with certain forbidden edges. Naturally, we resort to notation used in [11] and add notation that
is special to the bipartite case. We then state several intermediate results from [11].
2.1 Notation
Our graphs are simple, that is, they have no loops or multiple edges. We write a „ b to mean that a{bÑ 1,
f “ Opgq if |f | ď Cg for some constant C, and f “ opgq if f{g Ñ 0. We use ω to mean a function going
to infinity, possibly different in all instances. Also
`
V
2
˘
denotes the set of 2-subsets of the set V , and
V is often of the form rN s, which denotes t1, . . . , Nu. In this paper multiplication by juxtaposition has
precedence over “{”, so for example j{µN2 “ j{pµN2q.
LetN be an integer and let V “ rN s. Assume thatA “ ApNq Ď `rNs
2
˘
is specified; we call this the set of
allowable pairs. Note that as usual we regard the edge joining vertices u and v as the unordered pair tu, vu,
and denote this edge by uv following standard graph theoretic notation. A sequence d “ pd1, . . . , dN q is
called A-realisable if there is a graph G on vertex set V such that vertex a P V has degree da and all
edges of G are allowable pairs. In this case, we say G realises d over A. In standard terminology, if d is`
V
2
˘
-realisable, it is graphical. Let GApdq be the set of all graphs that realise d over A. The graph case
when A “ `V
2
˘
is dealt with in [11]. In this paper, we are particularly interested in the following two
special cases of A.
• Bipartite graph case.
Let ℓ, n be integers and set N “ ℓ` n. Set A “ Abi “ tuw : u P rℓs, w P rN szrℓsu. Then GApdq is
the set of all bipartite graphs G on vertex set rN s that realise the degree sequence d “ ps, tq with
one part being S “ rℓs and the other part T “ rN szrℓs.
• Digraph case.
Assume that N is even and let n be an integer such that N “ 2n. Set A “ Adi “ tuw : u P
rns, w P rn ` 1, 2ns, u ` n ‰ wu. Then GApdq corresponds to the set of all bipartite graphs G on
vertex set r2ns that realise the degree sequence d “ ps, tq with one part being S “ rns and the other
part T “ r2nszrns that do not contain any edge of a predefined matching, or equivalently, GApdq
corresponds to the set of all digraphs G on vertex set rns that have no loops and that realise the
out-degree sequence s and in-degree sequence t. Recall that a1 “ a` n for a P S and v1 “ v ´ n for
v P T so that edges of the form aa1 are forbidden.
Let ℓ, n be integers and suppose that d is a sequence of length ℓ`n. Recall the definitions of s “ spdq,
t “ tpdq, s, t, M1pdq, σps, tq, and of σ2pdq from the introduction. We also use ∆ or ∆pdq to denote
maxi di, in line with the notation for maximum degree of a graph. With A understood (to be either A
bi
or Adi in this paper) we write µ “ µpdq for the quantity M1pdq{|A| and note that this agrees with the
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definition of µ given just above (2) in the introduction. Throughout this paper we use ei to denote the
elementary unit vector with 1 in its coordinate indexed by i. We say d is balanced if M1psq “ M1ptq.
Clearly being balanced is necessary for d to be A-realisable in either of the cases A “ Abi or A “ Adi.
Furthermore, we say that d is S-heavy if M1psq “M1ptq`1, and we call it T -heavy if M1psq “M1ptq´1.
Finally, we use 1˘ ξ to denote a quantity between 1´ ξ and 1` ξ inclusively.
2.2 Cardinalities, probabilities and ratios
We first quote a simple result by which we leverage absolute estimates of probabilities from comparisons
of related probabilities.
Lemma 2.1 (Lemma 2.1 in [11]). Let S and S 1 be probability spaces with the same underlying set Ω. Let
G be a graph with vertex set W Ď Ω such that PSpvq,PS 1pvq ą 0 for all v P W. Suppose that ε0, δ ą 0
such that mintPSpWq,PS 1pWqu ą 1´ ε0 ą 1{2, and such that for every edge uv of G,
PS 1puq
PS 1pvq “ e
OpδqPSpuq
PSpvq
where the constant implicit in Op¨q is absolute. Let r be an upper bound on the diameter of G and assume
r ă 8. Then for each v PW we have
PS 1pvq “ eOprδ`ε0qPSpvq,
with again a bound uniform for all v.
Using the lemma calls for analysing the ratios of probabilities both in the “true” probability space S 1
(which will be the degree sequence of Gpℓ, n,mq or of ~Gpn,mq) and in an “ideal” probability space S by
which we are approximating the true space. This leads to computing ratios of closely related instances of
the expression on the right hand side of (3). Let d “ ps, tq be a sequence where s and t are of length ℓ
and n, respectively, let a, b P S, and assume that d is S-heavy. Note first that the following are immediate
from (1):
PrBmpℓ,nqps´ ea, tq
PrBmpℓ,nqps´ eb, tq
“ sapn` 1´ sbq
sbpn` 1´ saq and
Pr ~Bmpnqps´ ea, tq
Pr~Bmpnqps´ eb, tq
“ sapn´ sbq
sbpn´ saq .
Similarly, straight from the definition of H˜ in (2) we have
H˜ps´ ea, tq
H˜ps´ eb, tq
“ exp
ˆ
sb ´ sa
sℓp1´ µ1q
ˆ
1´ σ
2ptq
tp1´ µ1q
˙
` δ
dipta1 ´ tb1q
snp1´ µ1q
˙
,
where µ1 “ µps ´ ea, tq, s “ sps ´ ea, tq, t “ tps ´ ea, tq, which are, in this case, equal to µps ´ eb, tq,
sps´ eb, tq, and tps´ eb, tq, respectively (recalling that µ is slightly different in the two cases of Abi and
Adi), and where, we recall, δdi is the indicator variable for the digraph case. Therefore, denoting by Hpd1q
the function PrBmpd1qH˜pd1q, we get a “combined goal ratio” in the two cases which is
Hps´ ea, tq
Hps´ eb, tq “
sapn` δbi ´ sbq
sbpn ` δbi ´ saq exp
ˆ
sb ´ sa
sℓp1´ µ1q
ˆ
1´ σ
2ptq
tp1´ µ1q
˙
` δ
dipta1 ´ tb1q
snp1´ µ1q
˙
, (5)
where δbi “ 1´ δdi.
To analyse the ratios of such nearby sequences in the “true” probability space note that, with the
above notation, PrDpGqpdq in Theorem 1.1 is just |GApdq|{|G| where G is the random graph space Gpℓ, n,mq
or ~Gpn,mq. Let us introduce some more notation. Let F Ď A, i.e. a subset of the allowable edges. We
write NF pdq and N ˚F pdq for the number of graphs G P GApdq that contain, or do not contain, the edge
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set F , respectively. (When N and similar notation is used, the set A should be clear by context.) We
abbreviate NF pdq to Nabpdq if F “ tabu (i.e. contains the single edge ab), and put N pdq “ |GApdq|.
Additionally, for a vertex a P V , we set Apaq “ tv P V : av P Au, and, with d understood, we use A˚paq
for the set of v P Apaq such that Navpdq ą 0.
We pause for a notational comment. In this paper, a subscript ab is always interpreted as an ordered
pair pa, bq rather than an edge (and similar for triples). This is irrelevant for Nabpdq “ Nbapdq since the
two ordered pairs signify the same edge, but the distinction is important with other notation such as the
following. For vertices a, b P V , if d is a sequence such that d´ eb is A-realisable, we define
Rabpdq “ N pd´ eaq
N pd´ ebq (6)
and note that this is exactly PrDpGqpd´eaq{PrDpGqpd´ebq. Estimating those “true” ratios will be tightly
linked to estimating the following. For F Ď A, let
PF pdq “ NF pdq
N pdq ,
which is the probability that the edges in F are present in a graph G that is drawn uniformly at random
from GApdq. Of particular interest are the probability of a single edge av and a path avb, for which we
simplify the notation to
Pavpdq “ Ptavupdq, Pavbpdq “ Ptav,bvupdq. (7)
The following is [11, Lemma 2.2], used to switch between degree sequences of differing total degree.
Lemma 2.2. Let av P A and let d be a sequence of length N . Then
Navpdq “ N pd´ ea ´ evq ´Navpd´ ea ´ evq
“
#
N pd´ ea ´ evqp1´ Pavpd´ ea ´ evqq if N pd´ ea ´ evq ‰ 0
0 otherwise.
In Lemma 2.3 in [11] we bound the probability of an edge of a random graph in Gpdq in the graph
case. A similar switching argument is used to obtain corresponding bounds in the bipartite and digraph
cases. Recall that by ∆pdq we denote maxi di, and that M1pdq “
ř
i di.
Lemma 2.3. Let A be Abi or Adi and let ps, tq be an A-realisable sequence. Then for any av P A we
have
Pavps, tq ď ∆psq∆ptq
M1psq p1´ 2p∆psq ` 1qp∆ptq ` 1q{M1psqq .
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that a P S which forces v P T in both the digraph and bipartite
cases. For each bipartite graph G with degree sequence ps, tq and an edge joining a and v, we can perform
a switching (of a type often used previously in graphical enumeration) by removing both av and another
randomly chosen edge bw (with b P S, and w P T ), and inserting the edges aw and bv, provided that no
multiple edges are formed. Note that the way we choose b and w no loops can occur this way. In the
digraph case, we should also make sure that w ‰ a1 and that b ‰ v1, since the pairs aa1 and vv1 are not
allowable. The number of such switchings that can be applied to G with the vertices of each edge ordered,
is at least
M1psq ´ p∆psq ` 1q∆ptq ´∆psqp∆ptq ` 1q
since there are M1psq ways to choose b P S and w P T , whereas the number of such choices that are
ineligible is at most the number of choices with b being a neighbour of v (which automatically rules out
b “ a) or b “ v1, or similarly for w. On the other hand, for each graph G1 in which av is not an edge,
the number of ways that it is created by performing such a switching backwards is at most ∆psq∆ptq.
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Counting the set of all possible switchings over all such graphs G and G1 two different ways shows that
the ratio of the number of graphs with av to the number without av is at most
β :“ ∆psq∆ptq
M1psq ´ 2p∆psq ` 1qp∆ptq ` 1q .
Hence Pavpdq ď β{p1` βq, and the lemma follows in both cases.
2.3 Proof structure
We recall the template of the method introduced in [11]. We follow this template in both the sparse and
dense cases.
Step 1. Obtain an estimate of the ratio Rabpdq between the numbers of graphs of related degree sequences,
using the forthcoming Proposition 2.6. This step is the crux of the whole argument.
Step 2. By making suitable definitions, we cause this ratio to appear as the expression PS 1pdq{PS 1pd1q
for some probability space S 1 on an underlying set Ω in an application of Lemma 2.1. There, Ω is the set
of degree sequences, with probabilities in S 1 determined by the random graph under consideration, and
the graph G in the lemma has a suitable vertex set W of such sequences. Each edge of G is in general
a pair of degree sequences d ´ ea and d ´ eb of the form occurring in the definition of Rabpdq. Having
defined G, we may call any two such degree sequences adjacent.
Step 3. Another probability space S is defined on Ω, by taking a probability space B directly from a joint
binomial distribution, together with a function H˜pdq that varies quite slowly, and defining probabilities
in S by the equation PSpdq “ PBpdqH˜pdq{EBH˜.
Step 4. Using sharp concentration results, show that P pWq « 1 in both of the probability spaces S and
S 1 (where, by «, we mean approximately equal to, with some specific error bound in each case). As part
of this, we show that EBH˜ « 1. At this point, we may specify ε0 for the application of Lemma 2.1.
Step 5. Apply Lemma 2.1 and the conclusions of the previous steps to deduce PS 1pdq « PSpdq «
PBpdqH˜pdq. Upon estimating the errors in the approximations, which includes bounding the diameter
of the graph G, we obtain an estimate for the probability PS 1pdq of the random graph having degree
sequence d in terms of a known quantity.
2.4 Realisability
As in the graph case in [11], before estimating how many (bipartite) graphs have degree sequence d, for
preparation we need to know that there is at least one such graph for various d. Mirsky [18, p. 205]
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a non-negative integer matrix with row and
column sums in specified intervals. For the case that those sums are specified precisely, the statement is
the following.
Theorem 2.4 (Corollary of Mirsky [18]). Let 0 ď ri, 0 ď cj , mij ě 0 be integers for all 1 ď i ď ℓ,
1 ď j ď n such that ř
1ďiďℓ ri “
ř
1ďjďn cj . Then there exists an ℓˆ n integer matrix B “ pbijq with row
sums r1, . . . , rℓ and column sums c1, . . . , cn such that 0 ď bij ď mij for all such i and j if and only if, for
all X Ď t1, . . . , ℓu and Y Ď t1, . . . , nu, ÿ
iPX, jPY
mij ě
ÿ
iPX
ri ´
ÿ
jRY
cj .
We use this to show existence of bipartite graphs with given degrees and forbidden edges for the cases
of interest, avoiding maximum generality in order to keep it simple. In order to apply this to digraphs,
one would set ℓ “ n and regard the edges as directed from the first part to the second. For loopless
digraphs, we merely forbid all edges of the form ti, i ` nu. Recall that, with ℓ and n understood, we set
S “ rℓs and T “ rn` ℓszrℓs for convenience.
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Lemma 2.5. Given a constant C ě 1, the following holds for ℓ, n sufficiently large and ε ą 0 sufficiently
small. Let sa ě 1 and tv ě 1 be integers for all a P S, v P T , with m :“
ř
aPS sa “
ř
vPT tv. Also let
F Ď tav : a P S, v P T u be a set of unordered pairs, representing forbidden edges, with no more than C
pairs in F containing any w P S Y T . Let ∆S “ maxaPS sa and ∆T “ maxvPT tv. Then there exists a
bipartite graph with bipartition pS, T q with degrees sa for a P S and tv for v P T , and containing no edge
in the forbidden set F , provided that either of the following holds.
(a) We have m ď ℓn{9, as well as ∆S ď 2s and ∆T ď 2t where s “ m{ℓ and t “ m{n.
(b) We have ∆S ď
?
m{2´ C and ∆T ď
?
m{2´ C.
Proof. We will apply Theorem 2.4 with mij “ 0 if ti, j ` ℓu is a forbidden edge, and mij “ 1 otherwise,
and with ri “ si and cj “ tj`ℓ. Note that
ř
aPX,vPY mij ě xy´Cmintx, yu for all subsets X Ď S, Y Ď T ,
where x “ |X| and y “ |Y |. We will show that for all X Ď S and Y Ď T , with x “ |X| and y “ |Y |, we
have
m´ Cmintx, yu ě
ÿ
aPX
sa `
ÿ
vPY
tv ´ xy. (8)
Equivalently, xy ´ Cmintx, yu ě řaPX sa ´ řvPT zY tv. Note that with the previous observation and
Theorem 2.4, this implies that there is a matrix B which is the adjacency matrix of the desired bipartite
graph.
For (a), suppose first that x ě 2t ` C. Then using řaPX sa ď m and řvPY tv ď y∆T ď 2yt, we
find that the right hand side of (8) is at most m´ yC, and (8) follows. A symmetric argument works if
y ě 2s ` C. So we may assume that neither of these occur. Thenÿ
aPX
sa `
ÿ
vPY
tv ď x∆S ` y∆T ď p2t` Cq2s` p2s` Cq2t
and the left hand side is at least m´Cpx` yq{2 ě m´ Cps` tq ´C2. Thus (8) follows if we show that
m ě 8st` 5Cps` tq `C2, i.e. if 1 ě 8m{ℓn` 5Cp1{ℓ` 1{nq `C2{m (since s “ m{ℓ and t “ m{n). This
holds for ℓ and n sufficiently large because n ď m ď ℓn{9.
Now consider (b). Without loss of generality, since S and T can be interchanged along with X and
Y , ℓ and n etc., we assume x ě y. First consider the case that x ď ?m{2. Then y ď ?m{2, and so the
right hand side of (8) is at most
x∆S ` y∆T ď m{2´ Cpx` yq,
which implies (8). On the other hand, if x ą ?m{2 then we can bound the first summation in (8) by m
and the second one by y∆T ď y
?
m{2´ yC, and use xy ą y?m{2 to obtain (8).
2.5 Recursive relations
In this subsection we collect results about recursive relations that were obtained in [11]. The results were
stated for an arbitrary set A of allowable pairs in
`
V
2
˘
. Recall the definitions of the probabilities Pavpdq
and Yavbpdq in (7), and of the ratio Rabpdq in (6).
Proposition 2.6 (Proposition 3.1 in [11]). Let d be a sequence of length n and let A Ď `rns
2
˘
.
paq Let a, v P V . If Navpdq ą 0 then
Pavpdq “ dv
˜ ÿ
bPA˚pvq
Rbapd´ evq 1´ Pbvpd´ eb ´ evq
1´ Pavpd´ ea ´ evq
¸´1
.
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pbq Let a, b P V . If d´ eb is A-realisable then
Rabpdq “ da
db
¨ 1´Bpa, b,d´ ebq
1´Bpb, a,d´ eaq , (9)
where
Bpi, j,d1q “ 1
di
˜ ÿ
vPApiqzApjq
Pivpd1q `
ÿ
vPApiqXApjq
Yivjpd1q
¸
, (10)
provided that Bpb, a,d´ eaq ‰ 1.
pcq Let a, v, b be distinct elements of V . If d´ ea ´ ev is A-realisable then
Yavbpdq “
Pavpdq
`
Pbvpd´ ea ´ evq ´ Yavbpd´ ea ´ evq
˘
1´ Pavpd´ ea ´ evq .
These recursive relations motivated the definition of operators in [11] that we restate here.
Let ZNě0 denote the set of non-negative integer sequences of length N . For a given integer N and a set
A Ď `rNs
2
˘
we define ~A to be the set of ordered pairs pu, vq with tu, vu P A. Ordered pairs are needed here
because, although the functions of interest are symmetric in the sense that the probability of an edge uv
is the same as vu, our approximations to the probability do not obey this symmetry. Similarly, let ~A2
denote the set of ordered triples pu, v, wq with u, v and w all distinct and tu, vu, tv,wu P A.
Suppose we are given p : ~AˆZNě0 Ñ Rě0, y : ~A2ˆZNě0 Ñ Rě0 and r : rN s2ˆZNě0 Ñ Rě0. We write
pavpdq for ppa, v,dq (where d P ZNě0), and remind the reader that in this paper, a subscript av always
denotes an ordered pair rather than an edge. Similarly, we write yavbpdq for ypa, v, b,dq and rabpdq for
rpa, b,dq. We also define an associated function badpp,yq as follows. For d P ZNě0 and a, b P rN s with
a ‰ b, set badpp,yqpa, a,dq “ 0 and
badpp,yqpa, b,dq “ 1
da
¨˝ ÿ
vPApaqzApbq
pavpdq `
ÿ
vPApaqXApbq
yavbpdq‚˛. (11)
We define two operators Ppp, rq, Ypp,yq and Rpp,yq, acting on p, y and r as above, as follows. For
d P ZNě0 and a, v, b P rN s we set
Ppp, rqpa, v,dq “ dv
¨˝ ÿ
bPApvq
rbapd´ evq 1´ pbvpd´ eb ´ evq
1´ pavpd´ ea ´ evq
‚˛´1 for pa, vq P ~A, (12)
Ypp,yqpa, v, b,dq “ pavpdq
`
pbvpd´ ea ´ evq ´ yavbpd´ ea ´ evq
˘
1´ pavpd´ ea ´ evq for pa, v, bq P
~A2, (13)
Rpp,yqabpdq “ da
db
¨ 1´ badpp,yqpa, b,d ´ ebq
1´ badpp,yqpb, a,d ´ eaq for a, b P S or a, b P T. (14)
We observed in [11] that these operators are “contractive” in a certain sense, for particular functions
p and y, defined as follows.
Definition 2.7. Let D0 Ď ZNě0 and let µ P R. We use ΠµpD0q to denote the set of pairs of functions
pp,yq with p : ~Aˆ ZNě0 Ñ Rě0 and y : ~A2 ˆ ZNě0 Ñ Rě0 such that for all balanced d P D0, we have
pΠaq 0 ď pavpdq ď µ for all pa, vq P ~A,
pΠbq řvPApaqXApbq yavbpdq ď µda for all a ‰ b P rN s, and
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pΠcq 0 ď yavbpdq ď µpbvpdq for all pa, v, bq P ~A2.
For the next lemma, we need to adapt [11, Lemma 5.2] to the present bipartite setting. Recall the
definitions of Abi and Adi, and of S and T and a1 in Subsection 2.1. In this setting, Apaq X Apbq ‰ H
if and only if both a, b P S or both a, b P T . For such a, b we have |ApaqzApbq| ď 1. Further note that
pa, vq P ~A if and only if a P S and v P T in the bipartite case or v P T zta1u in the digraph case (or S and T
swapped), and thus pa, v, bq P ~A2 if and only if both a, b P S, a ‰ b and v P T (bipartite) or v P T zta1, b1u
(digraph); or S and T swapped.
Also, for d “ ps, tq of length ℓ` n, we let Q0rpdq, QSr pdq Ď Zℓ`ně0 be the set of balanced and S-heavy,
respectively, vectors of non-negative integers that have L1-distance at most r from d. Recall that we use
1˘ ξ to denote a quantity between 1´ ξ and 1` ξ inclusively. With these definitions, Lemma 5.2 in [11]
specialises to the following.
Lemma 2.8. There is a constant C ą 0 such that the following holds. Let ℓ, n be integers, N “ ℓ ` n,
and let A be either Abi or Adi. Let d P Zℓ`ně0 such that da ą 1 for all a P rN s. Let 0 ă ξ ď 1 and
0 ă µ0 “ µ0pℓ, nq ă C. Let pp,yq and pp1,y1q be members of Πµ0pQ02pdqq, and let r, r1 : rN s2ˆZně0 Ñ R.
Let a, b P S, v P T .
(a) If d is S-heavy, pcwpd1q “ p1cwpd1qp1 ˘ ξq for all pc, wq P ~A and all d1 P Q01pdq, and ycwhpd1q “
y1cwhpd1qp1˘ ξq for all pc, w, hq P ~A2 and all d1 P Q01pdq, then
Rpp,yqabpdq “ Rpp1,y1qabpdqp1 `O pµ0ξqq.
(b) If d is balanced, v ‰ a1, pcvpd1q “ p1cvpd1qp1 ˘ ξq for all c P Sztv1u and all d1 P Q02pdq, and
rcapd1q “ r1capd1qp1 ˘ µ0ξq for all c P Sztv1u and all d1 P Q11pdq, then
Ppp, rqavpdq “ Ppp1, r1qavpdq p1`O pµ0ξqq .
(c) If d is balanced, a ‰ b, v R ta1, b1u, pcvpd1q “ p1cvpd1qp1˘ µ0ξq for all c P Sztv1u and all d1 P Q02pdq,
and ycwhpd1q “ y1cwhpd1qp1 ˘ ξq for all pc, w, hq P ~A2 and all d1 P Q02pdq, then
Ypp,yqavbpdq “ Ypp1,y1qavbpdq p1`O pµ0ξqq .
The constants implicit in Op¨q are absolute.
2.6 Concentration of random variables
When d “ ps, tq is either the degree sequence of Gpℓ, n,mq or Bmpℓ, nq then we need that σ2psq, σ2ptq and
σps, tq (in the digraph case) are concentrated (to be used in Step 4 of the template given in Subection 2.3).
The following is due to McDiarmid [12], see, e.g., Lemma 4.1 in [11].
Lemma 2.9 (McDiarmid). Let c ą 0 and let f be a function defined on the set of subsets of some set U
such that |fpSq ´ fpT q| ď c whenever |S| “ |T | “ m and |S X T | “ m´ 1. Let S be a randomly chosen
m-subset of U . Then for all α ą 0 we have
P
`|fpSq ´EfpSq| ě αc?m˘ ď 2 expp´2α2q.
The following are the concentration results we need for both the sparse and the medium-dense ranges.
Lemma 2.10. Let ℓ, n,m be integers, let d “ ps, tq be a sequence in DpGpℓ, n,mqq, Dp~Gpn,mqq, or either
of the binomial models Bmpℓ, nq and ~Bmpnq, and let s “ m{ℓ and t “ m{n, µ “ µpdq “ m{npℓ´ δdiq. Let
a P S, v P T . Then the following hold.
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(i) For all α ą 0 we have
Pr p|sa ´ s| ě αq ď 2 exp
ˆ
´ α
2
2ps ` α{3q
˙
, Pr p|tv ´ t| ě αq ď 2 exp
ˆ
´ α
2
2pt` α{3q
˙
.
(ii) If log3 n` log3 ℓ “ opmq and plog nq{?n` plog3{2 nq{?m “ opαq then
P
`|σ2ptq ´Var tv ě αt` 1{n˘ “ opn´ωq,
where Var tv “ tp1´µqp1´1{nqp1`Op1{nℓqq; if log3 n`log3 ℓ “ opmq and plog ℓq{
?
ℓ`plog3{2 ℓq{?m “
opαq then
P
`|σ2psq ´Var sa| ě αs` 1{ℓ˘ “ opℓ´ωq,
where Var sa “ sp1´µqp1´1{ℓqp1`Op1{nℓqq. Furthermore, for d “ ps, tq in Dp~Gpn,mqq or ~Bmpnq,
P
`|σps, tq ´Covarpsa, tvq| ě αs ` 1{n˘ “ opn´ωq,
where Covarpsa, tvq “ Opµq.
Proof. The proofs of these concentration results are routine so we just point out the differences compared
with the proof of [11, Lemma 6.2]. Note that sa is distributed hypergeometrically with parameters
npℓ ´ δdiq, m, n ´ δdi in all four models, and similarly, each tv is distributed hypergeometrically with
parameters npℓ´ δdiq, m, ℓ´ δdi. Hence, the claims in (i), and in (ii) for σ2psq and σ2ptq, follow from the
proof of Lemma 6.2 in [11] with only trivial adjustments. For σps, tq, define
gpa, bq “ signpa´ bqmint|a´ b|,?xu,
where signpyq is 1, ´1 or 0 if y is positive, negative or 0, respectively, and where x is a function that satisfies
s log n`log2 n ! x ! α2sn{ log n as in the proof of [11, Lemma 6.2]. Let f “ řni“1 gpsi, sqgpti, tq, and adapt
the rest of the proof of Lemma 6.2 in [11] in the obvious way. This gives the required concentration bound
for σps, tq near its expected value, which is 1
n
ř
bPS Covarpsb, tb1q “ Covarpsa, ta1q. On the other hand,
we can bound Covarpsa, ta1q as follows. In Dp~Gpn,mqq, the joint distribution of psa, ta1q is multivariate
hypergeometric, with m edges chosen from npn ´ 1q positions, and sa and ta1 are the counts for disjoint
subsets of size n´ 1 each. Thus, the well known formula gives
Covarpsa, ta1q “ mpn´ 1q
2pnpn´ 1q ´mq
pnpn´ 1qq2pnpn´ 1q ´ 1q “ Opm{n
2q,
which establishes the final claim for Dp~Gpn,mqq. In ~Bmpnq the random variables sa and tv are independent
since we condition on M1psq “ m and M1ptq “ m separately. Thus the covariance is 0.
3 A formula for sparse digraphs and bipartite graphs
As mentioned in the introduction, our argument is based on [11], and this section in particular has much
in common with the corresponding argument given there for the graph case. Recall that for a given
sequence d “ ps, tq we define ∆S “ ∆psq “ maxapsaq, and similarly ∆T “ ∆ptq “ maxvptvq.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. If D “ H, there is nothing to prove. So fix d˚ P D and define ∆ˆS “ 2∆Spd˚q`ℓε{6
and ∆ˆT “ 2∆T pd˚q`nε{6. Let D` contain all sequences d P Zℓ`ně0 withM1psq “M1ptq “ m, ∆Spdq ď ∆ˆS
and ∆T pdq ď ∆ˆT .
For an integer r ě 0, denote by Q0r (or QSr ) the set of all balanced (or S-heavy, respectively) sequences
in Zℓ`ně0 that have L1 distance at most r from some sequence in D
`. (Recall that we define d “ ps, tq
to be balanced if M1psq “ M1ptq and we call it S-heavy if M1psq “ M1ptq ` 1.) We start by estimating
the ratios of the probabilities of adjacent degree sequences in the random bipartite graph model and the
random digraph model, as prescribed by Step 1 of the template in Subsection 2.3, using the following.
Recall the definition of Rab in (6) with A being A
bi or Adi.
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Claim 3.1. Uniformly for sequences d “ ps, tq P QS
1
and for a, b P S
Rabpdq “ sa
sb
ˆ
1` psa ´ sbqM2 ` pta1 ´ tb1qδ
diM1
M2
1
˙˜
1`O
˜
∆ˆ3S∆ˆ
3
T
tm2
¸¸
,
where M1 “ M1psq ´ 1 “ M1ptq, M2 “ M2ptq “
ř
vPT tvptv ´ 1q and δdi is 0 in the bipartite case and 1
in the digraph case.
Proof. Note that the claim is true when a “ b as Raa “ 1 by definition. Hence, we can assume a ‰ b
in the remainder of the proof. First, consider instead d “ ps, tq P D`, let ℓ1 and n1 be the number of
non-zero coordinates in s and t, respectively. By definition, sℓ “ M1psq ď ℓ1∆Spdq. By assumption we
therefore have
∆Spdq ď ∆ˆS ! psℓq1{3 ď p∆Spdqℓ1q1{3 , (15)
which readily implies that ∆Spdq “ opℓ1{21 q. Similarly we find that ∆T pdq “ opn1{21 q. Now apply
Lemma 2.5(ii), with F “ H for the bipartite graph case, and F being the set of disallowed edges from S to
T in the digraph case, to the sequence formed by the non-zero coordinates of d to deduce that N pdq ą 0
for ℓ, n sufficiently large. We can deduce the same conclusion for all d P Q0
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, since ∆Spdq, ∆T pdq, ℓ1
and n1 can only change by a bounded additive term when moving from such d to the closest member of
D
`. Similarly, M1psq “
ř
i si “ sℓ` Op1q for all d “ ps, tq P Q08. Thus, all such d are A-realisable and
∆ˆS “ opM1psq1{3q and ∆ˆT “ opM1psq1{3q, by (15). This and Lemma 2.3 imply that
Pavpdq “ Op∆ˆS∆ˆT {M1psqq “ op1q for all d P Q08, av P A. (16)
Next consider any distinct a, b P S, v P T such that av, bv P A (i.e. pa, v, bq P ~A2) and d P Q06 with
da ą 0 and dv ą 0. Then d ´ ea ´ ev P Q08 and hence N pd ´ ea ´ evq ą 0 from above, and also
Pavpd ´ ea ´ evq “ Op∆ˆS∆ˆT {sℓq ă 1 using (16). Thus, for ℓ, n sufficiently large, Navpdq ą 0 by
Lemma 2.2, and we have Navpdq ă N pdq since Pavpdq ă 1 for similar reasons. This establishes the
hypotheses for Navpdq and N pdq in Proposition 2.6 whenever they are needed below.
It now follows that Yavbpdq “ O
´
p∆ˆS∆ˆT {M1psqq2
¯
for d P Q0
6
; if da or dv is 0 then this is immediate,
and otherwise it follows from (13) in view of (16), and noting that the numerator is non-negative by
definition. Next, definition (10) yields Bpa, b,dq “ O
´
p∆ˆS∆ˆT q2{tM1psq
¯
for all distinct a, b P S and all
d P Q0
6
with da ą 0. (In the current setting |ApaqzApbq| is 0 and Apaq X Apbq “ T for the bipartite
case, and ApaqzApbq “ tb1u and Apaq X Apbq “ T zta1, b1u for the digraph case.) Thus (9) gives Rab “
da{dbp1 ` Opp∆ˆS∆ˆT q2{tM1psqqq for all d P QS5 and all distinct a, b P S such that da, db ą 0. Now let
d P Q0
4
and v P T with dv ą 0. We want to evaluate
ř
bPA˚pvq db in Proposition 2.6(a) and recall that
A˚pvq is the set of vertices b such that bv P A and Nbvpdq ą 0. If db ą 0 then Nbvpdq ą 0 as noted above.
Therefore
ř
bPA˚pvq db “
ř
bPApvq db “M1psq ´ δdidv1 for such d. Thus Proposition 2.6 gives
Pavpdq “ dadv{M1psq
´
1`O
´
p∆ˆS∆ˆT q2{tM1psq
¯¯
(17)
for all d P Q0
4
, av P A (if da and dv are non-zero, the proposition applies as mentioned above, and if either
is 0 then the claim holds trivially). Using a similar argument, (13) gives
Yavbpdq “ dardvs2db
M1psq2
˜
1`O
˜
p∆ˆS∆ˆT q2
tM1psq
¸¸
for all d P Q0
2
, all pa, v, bq P ~A2 with a P S, and where rxs2 denotes the falling factorial xpx´1q. Next, apply
these results to the definition (10) of B for d P Q0
2
and distinct a, b P S, and note that ApaqzApbq “ tb1u
for the digraph case and is empty in the bipartite case. This gives the sharper estimate
Bpa, b,dq “
ˆ
dbM2ptq
M1psq2 ` δ
di
db1
M1psq
˙˜
1`O
˜
∆ˆ2S∆ˆ
2
T
tM1psq
¸¸
`O
˜
∆ˆ2T ∆ˆS
M1psq2
¸
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for d P Q0
2
, which we note is Op∆ˆS∆ˆT {M1psqq as M2ptq ď ∆ˆTM1ptq “ ∆ˆTM1psq. Recalling that
t ď ∆ˆT pdq ` 2 let us write ∆ˆ2T ∆ˆS{M1psq2 “ Op∆ˆ3T ∆ˆS{tM1psq2q. Thus, for all d P QS1 and all distinct
a, b P S, and noting that M2 “ M2ptq changes by a negligible additive term Op∆ˆT q under bounded
perturbations of the elements of the sequence d,
Rabpdq “ da
db
`
1´ pdb ´ 1qM2{M21 ´ δdipdb1q{M1
˘`
1´ pda ´ 1qM2{M21 ´ δdipda1q{M1
˘ˆ1`Oˆp∆ˆS∆ˆT q3
tM2
1
˙˙
, (18)
by Proposition 2.6(b), which implies the claim since da “ sa and da1 “ ta1 , and similarly for db and db1 .
We next make the definitions of probability spaces necessary to apply Lemma 2.1 (see Steps 2 and
3 in the template). Let Ω be the underlying set of Bmpℓ, nq in the bipartite case and of ~Bmpnq in the
digraph case. Let
W “  d P D` : maxtσ2psqℓ, σ2ptqnu ď 2m(
in the bipartite case, and the same but with the additional restriction that
|σps, tq| ď 2s
in the digraph case. Let S 1 “ DpGpℓ, n,mqq in the bipartite case, and S 1 “ Dp~Gpn,mqq in the digraph
case. We now turn to define a second probability space S on the underlying set Ω (see Step 3 of the
template). Recall the definition of H˜pdq in (2) and let Hpdq “ PBmpdqH˜pdq, where Bm is Bmpℓ, nq in the
bipartite case and ~Bmpnq in the digraph case. Now define the probability function in S by
PSpdq “ Hpdq{
ÿ
d1PW
Hpd1q “ PBmpdqH˜pdq
EBmp1WH˜q
(19)
for d P W, and PSpdq “ 0 otherwise. The graph G has vertex set W where two vertices are adjacent if
they are either of the form d´ ea, d´ eb for some a and b in S, or d´ ev, d´ ew for some v and w in T .
We need to estimate the probability of W in the two probability spaces S and S 1 (see Step 4 in the
template). For convenience, we simultaneously make a similar estimate of PBmpWq for use outside the
present proof. Note that PSpWq “ 1 by definition. We combine estimating PS 1pWq and estimating
the expressions H˜pdq and EBmp1WH˜q in (19) for later use. In the following, let d be in either of S 1 or
Bm. We first claim that d P D` with high probability. Clearly, M1psq “ M1ptq for all such d since
this is true for any bipartite graph (or digraph) with sequence ps, tq by the definition of Bm. Letting
∆˚S “ ∆Spd˚q and ∆˚T “ ∆T pd˚q, we have by definition ∆ˆS ě ∆˚S ` ℓε{12
a
∆˚S ě s ` ℓε{12
a
∆˚S and
similarly ∆ˆT ě t` nε{12
a
∆˚T . Thus, for d P Ω, in either S 1 or Bm,
Ppsa ą ∆ˆSq ď P
`
sa ą s` ℓε{12
b
∆˚S
˘ “ opℓ´ωq, and (20)
Pptv ą ∆ˆT q ď P
`
tv ą t` nε{12
b
∆˚T
˘ “ opn´ωq (21)
by Lemma 2.10(i) and noting that ∆˚S,∆
˚
T Ñ 8. The union bound now gives that, with probability
1´opn´ω`ℓ´ωq, ∆Spdq ď ∆ˆS and ∆T pdq ď ∆ˆT and hence d P D`, in both S 1 and Bm. We next argue that
the σ-terms are concentrated for d chosen in S 1 or Bm. Let α “ maxtlog4 ℓ{
?
ℓ, log4 n{?nu and note that
the conditions log3 n`log3 ℓ “ opmq, plog nq{?n`plog3{2 nq{?m “ opαq, and plog ℓq{?ℓ`plog3{2 ℓq{?m “
opαq in Lemma 2.10(ii) follow from n{ log4 n` ℓ{ log4 ℓ “ opmq. Recalling that µ “ m{npℓ´ δdiq we thus
deduce that σ2ptq “ tp1 ´ µq`1 ` Opαq˘ with probability 1 ´ opn´ωq, that σ2psq “ sp1 ´ µq`1 ` Opαq˘
with probability 1 ´ opℓ´ωq, and, in the digraph case, σps, tq “ Opµ ` sαq with probability 1 ´ opn´ωq,
by Lemma 2.10(ii). This already implies that PrS 1pWq “ 1 ´ opn´ω ` ℓ´ωq, in preparation for applying
Lemma 2.1, and similarly PrBmpWq “ 1´ opn´ωq.
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Now note that if σ2ptq “ tp1 ´ µq`1 ` Opαq˘, then the term σ2ptq{tp1 ´ µq in the exponent of H˜pdq
is 1`Opαq. Similarly for the term σ2psq{sp1´ µq. Furthermore, the term σps, tq{sp1´ µq in the digraph
case is Opαq. It follows using the strong concentration shown in the previous paragraph that
H˜pdq “ 1`Opαq with probability 1´ n¯´ω for d P Bm, (22)
where n¯ “ mintn, ℓu. Recall that σ2psq ď 2s, σ2ptq ď 2t and, in the digraph case, |σps, tq| ď 2s for all
d P W. Thus, H˜pdq “ Θp1q for d P W, using the fact that µ ă 1{2, say. This and (22) then imply that
EBmp1WH˜q “ 1`Opαq.
To apply Lemma 2.1 (see Step 5 in Section 2.3), the final condition we need to show is that the ratios
of probabilities satisfy
PrS 1pd´ eaq
PrS 1pd´ ebq “ e
OpδqPrSpd´ eaq
PrSpd´ ebq (23)
whenever d´ea and d´eb are elements of W that are adjacent in the auxiliary graph G defined above, for
δ “ δp∆ˆS , ∆ˆT q independent of d which we specify below, where the constant implicit in Opq is independent
of d and d˚. Compare the ratio formula
PrSpd´ eaq
PrSpd´ ebq “
Hpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq (24)
in (5) with the expression in Claim 3.1 when a and b are in S. Then use the identity nσ2ptq “M2´pt´1qM1
and recall that M1 “ µ1nℓ in (5) to deduce that
Rabpdq “ Hps´ ea, tq
Hps´ eb, tq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
∆ˆ3S∆ˆ
3
T
t3n2
˙˙
(25)
whenever a, b P S and d P QS
1
, where we use pn` δdi ´ sbq{pn` δdi ´ saq “ exp
`psa´ sbq{n`Op∆2S{n2q˘,
1{p1´ µq “ 1`Opµq, M2ptq “ Op∆TM1q and p∆S∆T q2{M21 ď p∆S∆T q3{tm2, ∆S ď ∆ˆS , ∆T ď ∆ˆT , and
the most significant error term derives from Claim 3.1. The corresponding statements when a, b P T follow
accordingly (after swapping S Ø T , s Ø t and ℓØ n in the conclusion of the argument). Equation (25)
now implies that
PS 1pd´ eaq
PS 1pd´ ebq “ Rabpdq “ e
OpδqPSpd´ eaq
PSpd´ ebq
whenever d´ea and d´eb are adjacent elements of W, where we may take δ “ p∆ˆS∆ˆT q3p1{tm2`1{sm2q
which is the error term in (25) together with the symmetric error after the swap. It is clear that the
diameter r of G is at most M1psq `M1ptq “ 2m. Lemma 2.1 then implies that PS 1pdq “ eOprδ`ε0qPSpdq
for d P W, where ε0 “ 1{n ` 1{ℓ. To proceed from here, since we found that EBmp1WH˜q “ 1 ` Opαq,
equation (19) implies PSpdq “ Hpdqp1 `Opαqq for d PW. Hence,
PS 1pd˚q “ eOprδ`ε0`αqHpd˚q. (26)
Note that α “ Opnε´1{2 ` ℓε´1{2q, and
rδ ` ε0 “ O
ˆ
p∆ˆS∆ˆT q3
ˆ
1
tm
` 1
sm
˙˙
“ O
ˆ
∆Spd˚q3∆T pd˚q3pℓnqε{2
ˆ
1
tm
` 1
sm
˙˙
.
The theorem for d P W follows since S 1 is DpGpℓ, n,mqq or Dp~Gpn,mqq, respectively, and by definition
of H. On the other hand, to treat the elements of D`zW, where some σ-term may be unbounded, we
still have (25) holding for all d P QS
1
. For any d P D`, there is a telescoping product of such ratios
starting with d1 PW, of length at most 2m, which shows that PSpdq{Hpdq “ PSpd1q{Hpd1qp1`Opmδqq.
From this, the required formula for PSpdq follows for all d P D, in both the bipartite graph and digraph
cases.
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4 Proof of Theorems 1.1, 1.4, and 1.5
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. Following the template in Subsection 2.3 we first consider the ratio
of probabilities of “adjacent” degree sequences.
To estimate those ratios we first present functions that approximate the ratios and the probabilities.
We write these approximations parameterised to facilitate identifying negligible terms. We express the
formulae for the approximations of P , Y and R in both the bipartite graph case and the digraph case
simultaneously, again using δdi as the indicator variable which is 1 in the digraph case and 0 in the
bipartite case. For integers ℓ and n, and a sequence of real numbers µ, εa, etc., we define the expressions
π “ µp1` εaqp1 ` εvq
ˆ
1´ µεaεv ´ εaσ
2
T {tℓ´ εvσ2S{sn
1´ µ `
δdipεa1 ` εv1qµ
s
˙
,
ρ “ 1` εa
1` εb ¨
1´ µp1` εbq ` µ{s
1´ µp1` εaq ` µ{s
ˆ
ˆ
1` εa ´ εbp1´ µq
ˆ
σ2T
p1´ µqtℓ ´
1
ℓ
˙
` δ
dipεa1 ´ εb1qµ
sp1´ µq
˙
.
In the calculations below, there are small changes in most of the variables that turn out to have a
negligible effect. Changes in the various occurrences of ε-type terms, however, need to be tracked precisely.
In particular, we use
• πpx, yq to stand for π with εa, εv replaced by x, y,
• πpx, y, z, wq to stand for π with εa, εv , εa1 , εv1 replaced by x, y, z, w,
• ρpx, y, z, wq to stand for ρ with εa, εb, εa1 , εb1 replaced by x, y, z, w.
Recall that we consider sequences d “ ps, tq, where s and t have length ℓ and n, respectively, and where
ℓ “ n in the digraph case. Also µ “ 1
2
M1pdq{|A|, where |A| “ p1 ´ δdiqnℓ` δdinpn´ 1q, s “ p
ř
aPS saq{ℓ
and t “ přvPT tvq{n. Noting that S X T “ H, we set εa “ psa ´ sq{s for a P S, εv “ ptv ´ tq{t for v P T ,
σ2S “ σ2psq, and σ2T “ σ2ptq. Then with ˚ standing for either of bi or di, we define
P ˚ “ π, R˚ “ ρ,
Y ˚ “ π ¨ πpεb, εv ´ 1{t, εb1 , εv1q ¨
ˆ
1` µp1` εaq ´ µ
2p1` εa ` εbq
tp1´ µq
˙
,
so that P biav etc. are functions of degree sequences. For example, the edge probability function for bipartite
graphs with “classical” parameters da etc is given by
P biav “
dadv
m
ˆ
1´ nℓpda ´ sqpdv ´ tq
mpnℓ´mq ´
pda ´ sqσ2ptqn
tspnℓ´mq ´
pdv ´ tqσ2psqℓ
tspnℓ´mq
˙
for a P S, v P T . One can compute similar expressions for P diav , the ratio functions Rbiab and Rdiab, and
the 2-path probabilities Y biavb and Y
di
avb. In particular, we remark that R
˚
abpdq written with “classical”
parameters is just the expression in (5). The functions P ˚, Y ˚ and R˚ are our “guessed” probability
and ratio functions and we will show that they approximate the actual functions sufficiently well. The
following implies that they are close to fixed points of the operators defined in (12–14).
Lemma 4.1. Let n, ℓ be integers and let 1{2 ď ϕ ă 3{5. Let A be as in either the bipartite or the
digraph case, let d “ ps, tq be a sequence of length ℓ` n, let µ “ M1pdq{2|A|, and assume that µ ă 1{4.
Furthermore, let s and t be the average of s and t, respectively, and ε “ d¯ϕ´1, where d¯ “ mints, tu, and
assume that maxaPS |sa ´ s|{s ď ε, maxvPT |tv ´ t|{t ď ε. Let ˚ stand for either of bi or di. Then
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(a) RpP ˚, Y ˚qabpdq “ R˚abpdq
`
1`O `µε4˘˘ for all a, b P S,
(b) PpP ˚, R˚qavpdq “ P ˚avpdq
`
1`Opµε4q˘ for all a P S, av P A
(c) YpP ˚, Y ˚qavbpdq “ Y ˚avbpdq
`
1`Opµε4q˘ for all distinct a, b P S, v P T , av, vb P A.
Proof. This follows the proof of [11, Lemma 7.1] very closely, with modifications due to the bipartite
setting.
We first present some convenient approximations of P ˚ and π for use when their parameters have
been slightly altered. Let d1 “ ps1, t1q be a sequence where s1 and t1 are of length ℓ and n, respectively,
such that d1 is at L1 distance Op1q from d, and with d1a “ da ´ ja and d1v “ dv ´ jv for some a P S,
v P T . Here and in the following, the bare symbols µ, εa and so on are defined with respect to the
original sequence d, whilst µ1, ε1a, etc., are defined with respect to d
1. For such a sequence d1 we have
that µpd1q is µ1 “ µ ` Op1{nℓq by definition of µpd1q. Therefore, the variables εa and εv change to
ε1a “ εa ´ ja{s`Op1{µnℓq and ε1v “ εv ´ jv{t`Op1{µnℓq. (Note that this takes into account that ε1a and
ε1v are defined with respect to spd1q and tpd1q.) Furthermore,
σ2ps1q ´ σ2psq “ Oppmax
cPS
|sc ´ s| ` 1q{nq “ Opεs{nq,
and similarly, for σ2pt1q. Hence, by definition of P ˚ “ π and the preceding considerations,
P ˚avpd1q “ πpεa ´ ja{s, εv ´ jv{tq
`
1`Op1{µnℓq˘, (27)
That is, the changes from µ, s, t, σ2S and σ
2
T to µ
1, s1, t1, pσ2Sq1 and pσ2T q1 are negligible in the formula for
P ˚.
For (a), we note first that RpP ˚, Y ˚qaapdq “ 1 “ R˚aapdq by definition of ρ and R in (14). Assume
now that a ‰ b. Using (14) to evaluate RpP ˚, Y ˚qabpdq, we estimate the expression badpa, b,d ´ ebq “
badpP ˚, Y ˚qpa, b,d ´ ebq for which, in turn, we need to estimate
ř
Y ˚avbpd ´ ebq, where the sum is over
all v P T such that both av and bv are allowable (see (11)). By definition and (27),
Y ˚avbpd´ ebq “ π ¨ πpεb ´ 1{s, εv ´ 1{tq ¨
ˆ
1` µp1` εaq ´ µ
2p1` εa ` εbq
tp1´ µq `Op1{µnℓq
˙
,
where we use εa, εb and µ in the third factor (rather than the altered versions ε
1
a etc.) using the same
reasoning as for obtaining (27). Consider expanding this expression for Y ˚avbpd ´ ebq ignoring terms of
order ε4, and hence also ignoring those of order s´2, t´2, ε2{t, and ε2{s since ε2 ě 1{d¯ “ maxt1{t, 1{su.
A convenient way to do this is to make substitutions εv “ y1εv, 1{t “ y21{t, µ “ y2µ, 1{n “ y21y2{n,
and so on where y1 represents a parameter of size Opεq and y2 one of size Opµq (for instance, σ2T {tℓ is
Opε2µq), and then expand about y1 “ 0 and drop terms of order y41. Since Y ˚avbpd´ ebq gains a factor y22
via the factors of µ in π, each term containing yi
1
is of order yi
1
y2
2
and is hence Opµ2εiq. Next, removing
the ‘sizing’ variables yi by setting them equal to 1, and then expanding the result about pεv1 , εvq “ p0, 0q
and retaining all terms of total degree at most 3 in εv1 and εv, we get
Y ˚avbpd´ ebq “ c0 ` c10εv ` c01εv1 ` c20ε2v `Opµ2ε4q,
where the functions c0, c10, c01, and c20 are independent of εv and εv1 , with c0, c10 and c01 linear in 1{s
and 1{t, and c20 constant in those variables. (By calculation, the third order terms all turn out to be
absorbed by the error term. Furthermore, the relative error 1{µℓn in the previous expression for Y ˚ yields
an absolute error Opµ{ℓnq “ Opµ2ε4q since Y ˚ is Opµ2q.) We note that c01 has a factor δdi since εv1 in π
has such a factor.
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Then considering the definition of badpa, b,d´ ebq in (11) we find that the second summation can be
written as
Σbad “
ÿ
vPApaqXApbq
Y ˚avbpd´ ebq
“
ÿ
vPApaqXApbq
pc0 ` c10εv ` c01εv1 ` c20ε2v `Opµ2ε4qq
“ nc0 ` nc20σ2T {t2
` δdi `´2c0 ´ c10pεa1 ` εb1q ´ c01pεa ` εbq ´ c20pε2a1 ` ε2b1q˘ `Opnµ2ε4q,
since a and b are distinct elements of S (in which case Apaq X Apbq is T in the bipartite case and is
T zta1, b1u in the digraph case), and where we also use that řvPT εv “ 0 and that, in the digraph case,ř
vPT εv1 “
ř
aPS εa “ 0. Noting that ApaqzApbq is H in the bipartite case and consists of just b1 in T in
the digraph case, we can write badpa, b,d ´ ebq in (14), by using (11), as
badpa, b,d´ ebq “ 1
da
´
Σbad ` δdiπpεa, εb1 , εa1 , εb ´ 1{tq `Op1{ℓnq
¯
,
where da “ sa “ p1 ` εaqs, and the Op1{nℓq term captures the fact that we use µ “ µpdq, σ2psq, and
σ2ptq, respectively, instead of µpd1q, σ2ps1q, and σ2pt1q, in the formula for π applied to an altered sequence
d1. The error term Op1{ℓnq here, together with the one from Σbad above, produce an additive error in
badpa, b,d ´ ebq of Opµε4q since n{da “ n{sa „ 1{µ and 1{ℓn ă µε4. Substituting the above expression,
stripped of its error terms, into
RpP ˚, Y ˚qabpdq
ρ
´ 1 “ 1
ρ
¨ p1` εaqp1´ badpa, b,d´ ebqqp1` εbqp1 ´ badpb, a,d´ eaqq ´ 1
and simplifying gives a rational function pF which satisfies RpP ˚, Y ˚qabpdq{ρ “ 1 ` pF ` Opµε4q. After
inserting the size variables y1 and y2 into pF as specified above (and here it may be convenient to use
n “ δdi ` s{µ), and simplifying, we find that pF has y2 as a factor (of multiplicity 1), and its denominator
is nonzero at y1 “ 0. Then expanding the expression in powers of y1 shows that pF “ Opy41q. Along with
the extra factor y2, this implies pF “ Opµε4q. Part (a) follows.
To prove part (b) let av P A with a P S and let d1 be the sequence d ´ ev. Note that, analogous
to (27), the differences in the values of µ, s, t in ρ between d and d1 are negligible, as are the differences
in εa and εb for b P Apvq “ Sztv1u (note that with these assumptions v is never equal to a, a1, b or b1; so
the values of εa, εb, εa1 , εb1 only change since s changes). Hence, we also have
R˚abpd1q “ ρ ¨ p1`O p1{µnℓqq
for a, b P S, v P Apaq XApbq. Therefore, by definition (12),
PpP ˚, R˚qavpdq “ dv
¨˝ ÿ
bPApvq
R˚bapd´ evq
1´ P ˚bvpd´ eb ´ evq
1´ P ˚avpd´ ea ´ evq
‚˛´1
“ dv
¨˝ ÿ
bPApvq
ρpεb, εa, εb1 , εa1q ¨ 1´ π pεb ´ 1{s, εv ´ 1{t, εb
1 , εv1q
1´ π pεa ´ 1{s, εv ´ 1{t, εa1 , εv1q
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
µnℓ
˙˙‚˛´1 .
(28)
By expanding in powers of εb and εb1 we obtain
ρpεb, εa, εb1 , εa1q ¨ 1´ πpεb ´ 1{s, εv ´ 1{t, εb
1 , εv1q
1´ πpεa ´ 1{s, εv ´ 1{t, εa1 , εv1q “ K `Opε
4q
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where K is a polynomial in εb and εb1 of total degree at most 3 in tεb, εb1u. Calculations using the size
variables y1 and y2 as above show that K “ k00 ` k10εb ` k01εb1 ` k20εb2 ` Opε4q for some kij (and in
particular, the coefficients k11 and k02, and those for terms of third order, are all absorbed by the error
terms). We also note from the definition of π and ρ that k01 has δ
di as a factor. Also, for v P T we have
Apvq “ S in the bipartite case and Apvq “ Sztv1u in the digraph cases. Then the main summation over b
in (28) can be evaluated as
ℓ ¨ k00 ` ℓσ2Sk20{s2 ` δdi
`´k00 ´ k10εv1 ´ k01εv ´ k20εv12˘ ,
with relative error Opε4q, noting that K has constant order, where we use that řbPS εb “ 0 and
that
ř
bPS εb
2 “ ℓσ2S{s2. Using the size variables y1 and y2 as described above, we then find that
PpP ˚, R˚qavpdq “ πp1 ` Opµε4qq, with the extra factor µ arising in the error term in the same way
as for R in part (a). Part (b) follows.
Part (c) is more straightforward than the first two parts and is easily verified by similar considerations,
so we omit details.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let µ0, ϕ, ℓ, n, m, D be as in the theorem statement. Note that all sequences d
in D have the same values µ “ µpdq “ m{npℓ ´ δdiq, s “ spdq “ m{ℓ and t “ tpdq “ m{n. All other
sequences d1 in this proof will be close enough to D (in Hamming distance) that µ1 :“ µpd1q „ µ. Let
ε “ maxtsϕ´1, tϕ´1u and note that ε ě maxt1{?s, 1{?tu by the lower bound on ϕ.
We follow the template from Subsection 2.3, first considering the ratios Rab for a, b P S. Recall that
P , Y and R denote the actual edge probability, path probability and ratio functions (c.f. (6) and (7))
and that P ˚, Y ˚ and R˚ are functions of degree sequences with closed form given at the beginning of
this section. Recall that P , Y and R are always defined with respect to some underlying set A which
is either Abi or Adi here. The next claim states that the functions P ˚ and R˚ approximate P and R
sufficiently well. An analogous statement for Y ˚ and Y appears in the proof of the claim but is not needed
elsewhere. It is easy to see inductively that we only require Rabpdq when a and b are in the same set of
the bipartition. Let QS
1
denote the set of sequences d “ ps, tq P Zℓ`ně0 such that d´ea P D for some a P S;
and let QT
1
denote the set of sequences d “ ps, tq P Zℓ`ně0 such that d´ ev P D for some v P T .
Claim 4.2. Let ˚ be either bi or di. For d P D, av P A,
Pavpdq “ P ˚avpdqp1`Opµε4qq, (29)
and uniformly for all d P QS
1
and all a, b P S
Rabpdq “ R˚abpdqp1`Opµε4qq. (30)
By symmetry, (30) also holds for all d P QT
1
and all distinct a, b P T . The proof is very similar to the
proof of Claim 6.4 in [11] with some adaptations to the bipartite setting. We include a full proof for the
sake of completeness.
Proof of the claim. To show that P and P ˚ (and R and R˚) are pµε4q-close in the sense of (29) and (30),
we define the compositional operator
Cpp,yq “ `pˆ,Yppˆ,yq˘, where pˆ “ Ppp,Rpp,yqq.
We first observe that C fixes pP, Y q, where in this context we regard P to be the function p with pav “ Pav
for all av P A, and similarly Y to be y with yavb “ Yavb, by Proposition 2.6. We will deduce a certain
contraction property of C by applying Lemma 2.8(a–c) one after the other, and then show that for any
integer k ą 0, CkpP ˚, Y ˚q and CkpP, Y q are Opµqk-close. We will also show that P ˚ and CkpP ˚q are
Opµε4q-close. These observations will then be shown to imply Claim 4.2.
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Fix k0 “ 4 log n and r “ 4k0 ` 4 “ Oplog nq. Let Ωp0q be the set of sequences d1 P Zně0 that are at L1
distance at most r from a sequence in D. Let µ1 “ 5µ, and define Ωpsq to be the set of sequences d1 P Ωp0q
of L1 distance at least s` 1 from all sequences outside Ωp0q.
Towards applying Lemma 2.8 we first establish that pP, Y q and pP ˚, Y ˚q are elements of Πµ1pΩp2qq
(see Definition 2.7). Note that for d1 P Ωp0q, the values of spd1q, tpd1q and µpd1q are asymptotically equal
to s, t and µ, respectively, since M1pd1q “ M1pd0q ` Oplog nq for some sequence d0 P D. Thus, µ and
µpd1q are interchangeable in the error terms below. Furthermore, we note that the bounds on sa and tv in
the theorem statement imply that for all balanced d P Ωp0q, sa „ s and tv „ t uniformly for all a P S and
v P T . By Lemma 2.5((a)) we obtain N pdq ą 0 for all balanced d P Ωp0q in both cases Abi and Adi. In
doing so, we may take C “ 1 and F to be either empty in the bipartite case, or a matching in the digraph
case; the condition m ď ℓn{9 follows from choosing µ0 small enough, and the conditions on ∆S and ∆T
can be seen to follow from |sa´ s| ď sϕ for all a P S, |tv ´ t| ď tϕ for all v P T and ϕ ă 1, say. After this,
for n and ℓ sufficiently large, Lemma 2.3, together with the facts that sa „ s and tv „ t uniformly for all
a P S, v P T , implies that for all av P A
Pavpdq ď µ
1´ 2µp1` op1qq ă
5µ
4
for all balanced d P Ωp0q, (31)
where for the last inequality we use that µ ă µ0 ă 1{11, say. Since Ωp2q Ď Ωp0q and 5µ{4 ă µ1 this
establishes requirement pΠaq for P in the definition of Πµ1pΩp2qq. Now restrict slightly to d P Ωp2q. By
definition Yavbpdq is the probability that both edges av and bv are present. Hence Proposition 2.6(c)
implies (with the above bounds on Pavpdq applying for all d P Ωp0q) that 0 ď Yavbpdq “ Ybvapdq ď
3µPbvpdq{2 (easily) assuming, as we may, that µ is sufficiently small. Thus pP, Y q satisfies condition pΠcq
for membership of Πµ1pΩp2qq, and alsoÿ
vPApaqXApbq
Yavbpdq ď
ÿ
vPApaqXApbq
3Pbvpdqµ
2
ď 3µsap1` op1qq
for all distinct a, b P S, using Pbvpdq ď 2µ „ 2sa{n which follows from (31) and recalling that sa „ µn
uniformly for all a P S for all d P Ωp0q. As 4µ ă µ1, this shows Y satisfies condition pΠbq for membership
of Πµ1pΩp2qq when n is sufficiently large and a, b P S are distinct. The equivalent statement for both
a, b P T follows analogously. Note that this covers all cases of pΠbq as otherwise Apaq X Apbq “ H and
the statement is trivial. To see that pP ˚, Y ˚q is also in Πµ1pΩp2qq, we first observe that P ˚avpdq „ µ
for all av P A and all d P Ωp0q. This is because ε Ñ 0 since ϕ ă 1 and both s, t Ñ 8, and because
σ2T {tℓ, σ2S{sn “ Opε2µq. Properties pΠaq-pΠcq follow directly from this fact and the definition of Y ˚ since
µ “ µ1{5.
Now for large n and ℓ and for pa, vq P ~A we have Pavpdq “ P ˚avpdqp1˘1q for all balanced d P Ωp0q since
P ˚avpdq „ µ and by (31). Also, 0 ď Yavbpdq ď 3µPbvpdq{2 implies Yavbpdq “ Y ˚avbpdqp1 ˘ 1q for balanced
d P Ωp2q. We may now apply Lemma 2.8(a) with ξ “ 1 for any S-heavy d P Ωp3q to deduce that
RpP, Y qabpdq “ RpP ˚, Y ˚qabpdqp1 `Opµ1qq
for all a, b P S (noting that for a “ b the claim is trivial, and for distinct a, b we use the previous
observations). Writing r for RpP, Y q and r1 for RpP ˚, Y ˚q we obtain from this and Lemma 2.8(b) that
PpP, rqavpdq “ PpP ˚, r1qavpdqp1`Opµ1qq
for all balanced d P Ωp4q and all av P A. Next applying Lemma 2.8(c) in the same way to balanced
d P Ωp6q gives
Yppˆ, Y qavbpdq “ Yppˆ1, Y ˚qavbpdqp1 `Opµ1qq
for all balanced d P Ωp6q, and all pa, v, bq P ~A2 with a P S, where pˆ “ PpP, rq and pˆ1 “ PpP ˚, r1q.
Recalling the definition of Cpp,yq from the beginning of this proof, we note that the three conclusions
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above imply that, for CpP, Y q “ pP1, Y1q and CpP ˚, Y ˚q “ pP ˚1 , Y ˚1 q, we have P ˚1 pdq “ P1pdqp1 ` Opµ1qq
and Y ˚
1
pdq “ Y1pdqp1`Opµ1qq for all d P Ωp6q. Similarly, making k´ 1 iterated applications of the three
parts of Lemma 2.8 with ever-decreasing ξ produces
P ˚k pdq “ Pkpdqp1 `Opµ1qkqandY ˚k pdq “ Ykpdqp1`Opµ1qkq
for all d P Ωp2k`2q, where Pk, P ˚k etc. are defined analogously for Ck. In the same way, applying
Lemma 4.1(a), (b) and (c) in turn, recalling Lemma 2.8 to handle the small error terms, shows that
P ˚
1
pdq “ P ˚pdqp1 ` Opµε4qq and Y ˚
1
pdq “ Y ˚pdqp1 ` Opµε4qq for all d P Ωp6q. Using the three parts of
Lemma 2.8 repeatedly, and bounding the total distance moved during the iterations as for a contraction
mapping (as the sum of a geometric series), this gives
P ˚k pdq “ P ˚pdqp1 `Opµε4qq and Y ˚k pdq “ Y ˚pdqp1 `Opµε4qq
for all d P Ωp2k`2q. Using the last two conclusions with k :“ k0 “ 4 log n and the fact that Pk “ P
(as C fixes pP, Y q) gives (29) for all balanced d P Ωpr´2q since we may assume that the Opµ1q term is
at most 1{e say. (Recall that µ1 “ 5µ ă 5µ0 which we may choose to be sufficiently small.) Note that
D Ď Ωprq Ď Ωpr´2q by definition. For (30), we now use that (29) holds for all balanced d P Ωpr´2q to
deduce from Lemma 2.8(a) that RpP, Y qabpdq “ RpP ˚, Y ˚qabpdqp1 `Opµε4qq for all S-heavy d P Ωpr´1q.
This, together with (a) above and the fact that RpP, Y q “ R, implies (30) for all d P QS
1
Ď Ωpr´1q.
Moving on to Step 2 of the template, we now make suitable definitions of probability spaces S and
S 1 in preparation for using Lemma 2.1. Let Ω be the underlying set of Bmpℓ, nq in the bipartite case
and of ~Bmpnq in the digraph case, that is, the set of all degree sequences d “ ps, tq P Zℓ`ně0 such that
M1psq “ M1ptq “ m (and ℓ “ n in the digraph case). Let S 1 “ DpGpℓ, n,mqq in the bipartite case, and
S 1 “ Dp~Gpn,mqq in the digraph case. Set
W “ td “ ps, tq P D : σ2psq ď 2s, σ2ptq ď 2t,
ˇˇˇ
δdiσps, tq
ˇˇˇ
ă ξsu
where ξ “ maxtlog2 ℓ{?ℓ, log2 n{?nu.
Define the graph G on vertex set D by joining two degree sequences by an edge if they are of the
form d´ ea and d´ eb for some d P QS1 and a, b P S, or for some d P QT1 and a, b P T . We note at this
point that the diameter of G is r “ Opℓsϕ ` ntϕq “ Opεµnℓq since the constant sequence pd, . . . , dq is an
element of D and by the degree constraints for d P D. The same bound holds for the diameter of GrWs.
By definition of R in (6) and its approximation in (30) we have, for adjacent vertices/sequences in this
graph, that
PrS 1pd´ eaq
PrS 1pd´ ebq “ Rabpdq “ R
˚
abpdq
`
1`O `µε4˘˘ . (32)
We now define the ideal probability space S (see Step 3 of the template) on Ω. Recall the definition
of H˜pdq in (2), which is slightly different in the bipartite case and the digraph case (due to µ being
defined slightly differently and the extra term in the exponent in the digraph case). Also recall (from just
before (5)) that we use Hpdq to denote the product PrBmpdqH˜pdq on the right hand side of (3), where
Bm “ Bmpℓ, nq in the bipartite case and Bm “ ~Bmpnq in the digraph case. Then set
Pr
S
pdq “ Hpdq{
ÿ
d1PW
Hpd1q “ Hpdq
EBmp1WH˜q
for d PW and PrSpdq “ 0 otherwise.
Following the template to Step 4 we next estimate the probability of W in the two probability spaces
S and S 1 in both cases, bipartite and digraph. We simultaneously evaluate PrBmpWq and EBmp1WH˜q for
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later use. First note that PrSpWq “ 1 by definition. Next, M1psq “M1ptq “ m for all d “ ps, tq P Ω, by
definition. Let n¯ “ mintn, ℓu. For the following, let d be chosen in either of DpGq “ S 1 and Bm, in either
of the bipartite and the digraph case. Then |sa ´ s| ď sϕ and |tv ´ t| ď tϕ for all a P S and v P T with
probability at least 1´Opn¯´ωq by Lemma 2.10(i) and since s ą plog ℓqK and t ą plog nqK for all K ą 0. It
follows that PrDpGqpDq “ PrS 1pDq “ 1´Opn¯´ωq and PrBmpDq “ 1´Opn¯´ωq. Next, apply Lemma 2.10(ii)
with α “ ξ{2 for d “ ps, tq (noting that m ě s ` t " log3 ℓ ` log3 n and plog3 n ` log3 ℓq{m “ opξ2q by
definition of ξ) to deduce that σ2psq “ sp1 ´ µqp1 ˘ ξq, σ2ptq “ tp1 ´ µqp1 ˘ ξq and σps, tq “ Opξsq with
probability 1 ´ Opn¯´ωq. This implies in particular that PrpWq “ 1 ´ Opn¯´ωq in both S 1 and Bm. Thus
PrpWq ě 1´ ε0 in both S and S 1 in both cases, bipartite and digraph, for, say, ε0 “ 1{n¯.
Before moving on to Step 5 of the template we use these concentration results to estimate EBmp1WH˜q.
If σ2ptq “ tp1´µqp1`Opξqq then the term σ2ptq{tp1´µq in the exponent of H˜pdq is 1`Opξq. Similarly for
the term σ2psq{sp1´µq. Furthermore, in the digraph case, if σps, tq “ Opξsq then the term δdiσps, tq{sp1´
µq in H˜pdq is Opξq. It follows, using the strong concentration results in the previous paragraph, that
H˜pdq “ 1`Opξq with probability 1´Opn¯´ωq for d P Bm. (33)
Furthermore, by definition of W it follows that H˜pdq “ Θp1q for all d P W, using the fact that µ ă 1{2,
say. This and (33) then imply that EBmp1WH˜q “ 1`Opξ ` n¯´ωq “ 1`Opξq.
We now move to Step 5 in the template. For d “ ps, tq P QS
1
and a, b P S,
Hpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq “
Hps´ ea, tq
Hps´ eb, tq “
sapn` δbi ´ sbq
sbpn` δbi ´ saq exp
ˆ
sb ´ sa
sp1´ µqℓ
ˆ
1´ σ
2ptq
tp1´ µq
˙
` δ
dipta1 ´ tb1q
tp1´ µqn
˙
, (34)
by (5). Compare the expression on the right hand side with R˚ “ ρ at the beginning of this section (after
a straight-forward reparameterisation) to see that
Hpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq “ R
˚
abpdq
`
1`O `1{n¯2˘˘ , (35)
where the error is due to the fact that we use ex “ 1`x`Opx2q and that µpdq “ µ`Op1{nℓq for d P QS
1
.
This together with (32) gives
PrS 1pd´ eaq
PrS 1pd´ ebq “ e
Opµε4qHpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq (36)
for d P QS
1
and a, b P S. The same applies for d P QT
1
and a, b P T by symmetry. Note that when
both d ´ ea and d ´ eb are elements of W then the right hand side is in fact equal to eOpµε4q PrSpd ´
eaq{PrSpd´ ebq, by definition of PrS above. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1
Pr
S 1
pdq “ Pr
S
pdqeOprµε4`ε0q
“ Pr
Bm
pdqH˜pdq `1`O `ξ ` rµε4 ` ε0˘˘
for all d PW, where we use that EBmp1WH˜q “ 1`Opξq. Now let d P DzW. Then there is some sequence
d1 P W such that the distance of d and d1 in G is at most 2r. Any two adjacent sequences d˜ ´ ea and
d˜´ eb along that path satisfy (36), so that by telescoping we see that
Pr
S 1
pdq “ Hpdq `1`O `ξ ` rµε4 ` ε0˘˘
for such d as well. This proves the claim, since ξ “ maxtlog2 ℓ{?ℓ, log2 n{?nu, ε0 “ 1{n, and rµε4 “
O
`
ε5µ2nℓ
˘
.
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. In the sparse case, given that the set D in Theorem 1.3 is nonempty, we define
a set W in the proof of Theorem 1.3 and show that PrS 1pWq “ 1 ´ opn´ωq just before (22), where
S 1 “ Dp~Gpn,mqq or DpGpℓ, n,mqq as the case may be, and also that PrBmpWq “ 1´ opn´ωq. As observed
in that proof, the formula given in Theorem 1.3 holds for all d PW, and also we can assume that H˜pdq „ 1
by (22). This gives the required a.q.e. property, for any triple pℓ, n,mq such that the set D in that theorem
is nonempty (for n sufficiently large). The proof of Theorem 1.1 implies a similar result, for any pℓ, n,mq
satisfying that theorem’s hypotheses. So all that is left to do is check which ordered triples pℓ, n,mq are
covered by these results, and to supply the remaining cases using previously known results.
We first concentrate on the bipartite case (b). We claim that the conditions in (i) imply that the
hypotheses for Theorem 1.1 are satisfied. Note first that n3 “ opℓ2m1´εq implies in particular that ℓÑ8
with n, using the trivial m ď nℓ. The same asymptotic inequality, together with ℓ ď n, implies that
nℓε ď m. The required bounds on m in Theorem 1.1 then follow from nℓε ď m ă µ0nℓ by choosing, say,
ϕ “ 1{2` ε{10. Next, we check that the conditions in (ii) imply that the hypotheses for Theorem 1.3 are
satisfied and that there exists some non-empty set D as in the theorem statement. Given ℓ, n and m, let
d “ ps, tq be a sequence such that M1psq “M1ptq “ m, all elements of s are equal to tm{ℓu or rm{ℓs and
all elements of t are equal to tm{nu or rm{ns, respectively. Then the inequality
∆3S∆
3
T pnℓqε{2 ď
´m
ℓ
` 1
¯
3
´m
n
` 1
¯
3
mε ! mintsm, tmu
can be seen to follow fromm4`ε “ opn2ℓ2mintℓ, nuq. Thus, for n sufficiently large, the setD in Theorem 1.3
can be assumed to be non-empty and for (ii), the requirements of Theorem 1.3 are satisfied. For log3 ℓ`
log3 n ! m ! mintn{ log2 n, ℓ{ log2 ℓu, Lemma 2.10 shows that with probability 1´n´ω ´ ℓ´ω all vertices
in Gpℓ, n,mq have bounded degrees, so the main theorem of Bender [3] applies. Lemma 2.10 also shows
that the terms σ2psq and σ2ptq are concentrated near their expected values, to the extent that H˜pdq “
1 ` op1q with probability 1 ´ n´ω ´ ℓ´ω. It is then a simple calculation to check that Bender’s formula
corresponds asymptotically with the first formula in (1), noting the adjustment required to count graphs
(as in Remark 1.2). This finishes the proof of part (b).
For the digraph case (a), Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 also supply the required statement when ℓ “ n. Here
Theorem 1.1 covers the range n1`ε ă m ă µ0n2 for any ε ą 0 and sufficiently small constant µ0, and
Theorem 1.3 covers the range n{ log3 n ă m ă n5{4´ε, say. Only the very dense and very sparse remain.
McKay and Skerman [14, Theorem 1(d)] immediately covers mintm,npn ´ 1q ´mq ą n2{c log n for any
c ą 0. Larger values of m than this are covered by complementation of the results for smaller values. On
the other hand, for log3 n ! m “! n{ log2 n, we may again use Lemma 2.10 and the main theorem of [3].
This works almost exactly the same as for the bipartite graph case.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. The stated formula is a by-product of the proof of Theorem 1.1, so here we just
point to the relevant spots within that proof. Recall the definition of P ˚, which is our approximation to
the edge probability, at the beginning of Section 4, and note that a parameterisation yields the formula
given in the statement of Theorem 1.5. Claim 4.2 then yields the desired approximation since µε4 “
Opmints, tu4ϕ´4m{nℓq.
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